WELCOME TO THE TOYS THAT BUILD IMAGINATION

You'll find a special collection of LEGO® toys and accessories inside this catalog. We included your favorites plus a variety of collectible classics for more LEGO fun.

Order early for best selection. Some items will sell out. Also, check out the Special Offer Center on the order form and the FOR LEGO MANIACS ONLY section on pages 16 & 17. For fast service and to confirm product availability, call today and ask for our Insider's Hotline at 203-763-4011, Monday-Friday, 8AM-8PM (Eastern Time).

P.S.—Look for this Collector's Classics Symbol ☆ throughout this catalog. This may be the last time these items will be available since quantities are extremely limited. Have fun adding these classic models to your collection!

#1545 BUILD-A-RABBIT. ☆

Hop into Spring with the LEGO Build a Rabbit! These funny little bunnies make a great gift—and just in time for Easter! Recommended for children ages 6 and up. 27 pieces. Just $1.29 each!
GET READY FOR SOME AWESOME BUILDING!

B #1891 FOUR ITEM BONUS PACK.
Collect all four unique models in this special assortment. You'll have fun building models from Town, Space, Castle, and even Pirates. Includes 4 adventurers, monkey, and glowing ghost! Ages 6-12. 152 pieces. Comparable value $14.26. Save over 15%. Now only $12.00.

C #1895 SKY PATROL.
Take off to the rescue in the Sky Patrol! Your partner will back you up on land on his police motorcycle. Includes two police officers. Ages 6-12. 77 pieces. $10.00.

D #1656 FIRE EVACUATION TEAM.
Look at all the fun you will have building and playing with this set. Includes 4-wheel fire chief's car, fire truck and trailer, payloader, two fire fighters and tools. Ages 7-12. 229 pieces. $19.50.

E #1594 RABBIT & BEAR FRIEND.
Everything's more fun with a friend! This colorful rabbit and bear will win your youngsters heart. And they make the perfect Easter gift. For little builders ages 2-5. 13 pieces. $9.25.

Order Now!
203-763-4011
8 am - 8 pm ET
DUPLO TOOLO introduces toys that you can put together and take apart with a twist of a safe, rounded plastic screwdriver!

A #2910 DUPLO TOOLO PAYLOADER.
Get the screwdriver ready—it's time to put together the Payloader. It has a scooper in the front and a hook in the rear. The scooper can even be turned sideways! Includes screwdriver and Construction Worker. 17 pieces. $17.50

B #2920 DUPLO TOOLO DIGGER.
Wow! You're the one who puts together and takes apart the Digger! It has special digger bucket in the front and a platform in the rear. There are lots of ways to change the Digger. Includes screwdriver and Construction Worker. 20 pieces. $25.00

C #2930 DUPLO TOOLO CRANE TRUCK.
You're going to have lots of fun putting together this Truck with a rotating crane. The crane turns and moves up and down. Screwdriver and 2 Construction Workers are included. 28 pieces. $34.00
D #6401 SEASIDE CABANA.
Surf's up, Dude! You'll have oceans of summertime fun at the seaside cabana. Windsurf or cruise around on the Jet Ski. Then enjoy a cool drink at your beachfront Cafe. 42 pieces. $6.75

E #6409 ISLAND ARCADE.
It's a day at the fair and you're invited! Imagine the fun you'll have spinning the Fortune Wheel and winning a prize. Then go for a spin on the Merry-Go-Round. 140 pieces. $19.75

F #6411 SAND DOLLAR CAFE.
It's the vacation getaway you've been dreaming of. Grab your beach blanket and head for the sun. LEGO Tourists can swim, sail, or take a bike ride to the cafe for an ice cream cone or a cool drink. Ice cream cart and 5 vacationers are included. Ages 7-12. 163 pieces. $28.50
BIG BLOCKS FOR LITTLE HANDS

PRESCHOOL
AGES 1 1/2 - 5

A #2661 ZOO KEEPER.
The tiger cub is separated from his mother and it's up to you to make sure he's taken care of. He likes to ride in the comfortable car—but he likes dinner even better! For zookeepers ages 2-5.
4 pieces. $8.25

B #2660 ZOO BABIES.
Give the zoo babies a special home at your zoo. Baby polar bear cub, giraffe and lion cub have fun watching the grown-up sea lion. Ages 2-5.
5 pieces. $6.50

C #1689 ZOO BABIES BUCKET.
Wow! What a great collection of cute baby zoo animals! Includes zoo keeper and lots of DUPLO blocks to create "homes" for the zoo babies. 41 pieces.
Special Value Price! $19.75
**D**

#2455  
**DUPLO CORRAL**  
Turn the windmill for energy. Gather wheat to feed the animals. Then let the Farmers go for a ride on the animals' backs! Includes fences and a red barn for storing supplies.  
23 pieces.  
**$13.25**

---

**D**

---

**E**

#2384  
**DUPLO FARM BUCKET.**  
Howdy! Welcome to the DUPLO Farm! Here’s a bucket full of fun for your little farmer. Includes farm animals, a spinning windmill, fence posts to make a corral, and three DUPLO farmers.  
62 pieces.  
Special Value Price!  
**$32.00**

---

**E**

---

**Order Now!**  
203-763-4011  
8 am - 8 pm ET
ESSENTIAL EXTRAS
AGES 3-12

When you're building, having the right bricks makes a difference. Start a bank of these elements and get ready to build!

A  ACCESSORY PACKS
Expand your LEGO brick collection with these LEGO bricks in 6 colors. 62 bricks per package.
$5.00 each per color.
#5140 - Red  #5141 - Blue
#5142 - White  #5143 - Yellow
#5144 - Black  #5145 - Grey

B  42 PLATES IN TWO COLORS.
Thinner than the regular brick, these plates have many uses. Builders hint: 3 plates connected together equal one brick.
$5.00 each color.
#5146 - Blue  #5147 - Red

C  DOORS & WINDOWS.
Plenty of doors and windows in this 36-piece assortment. $5.00

D  STEEP SLOPED BRICKS.
(45 degrees) 59 pieces. $5.00

E  LOW SLOPED BRICKS.
(25 degrees) 60 pieces. $6.00

F  WHEELS.
Make more LEGO cars, trucks or planes with these 12 wheel assemblies. $5.00

Order Now!
203-763-4011
8am-8pm ET
START YOUR BUILDING IDEAS WITH THESE BASEPLATES!

Use these Baseplates and Building Plates to create your own village, floors of skyscrapers and much more! Each durable Building Plate forms a solid base for all your LEGO building bricks.

G #819 LARGE BLUE BASEPLATE.
Large 10" x 10". $5.00

H #813 LARGE GREEN BASEPLATE.
Large 10" x 10". $5.00

I #815 X-LARGE GRAY BASEPLATE.
Extra-Large 15"x15". $11.00

J #814 BUILDING PLATES.
3 plates. 2 1/2" x 5". $5.25

K #260 IDEA BOOK.
Build and create new models for extra playtime fun with this Idea Book. 48 pages chock-full of ideas, building instructions and illustrations for your LEGO collection. Build new airplanes, police cars, spaceships, and more! Ages 5-12. $4.00

L #821 BRICK SEPARATOR.
A great tool to help take apart your LEGO creation. This tool makes it a snap to pull those small plates apart. $1.75
A #6314 CITY PEOPLE.
Imagine the adventures you’ll have with this fun assortment of LEGO citizens. Includes jockey, stuntman, waiter, construction worker, gas station attendant, and girl on bicycle. 27 pieces. $6.50.

B #6530 SPORT COUPE.
Enjoy a cruise through LEGO town in your shiny yellow sport coupe! Windshield lifts open to let driver and luggage inside. 32 pieces. $4.50

C #6416 POOLSIDE PARADISE.
Splish-splash at your Summer Fun House! Enjoy a cool drink on the second floor sunroom that overlooks the pool. Your poolside resort includes sports car, mailbox, and four sunbathers. Ages 7 to 12. 211 pieces. $37.50
D #6317
TREES AND FLOWERS.
Landscape your LEGO Town just like your home with this new assortment of trees and flowers. 24 pieces. $4.50.

E #6592
VACATION HIDEAWAY.
Get away for the weekend! Imagine yourself in a far-off place or on vacation at the beach. Cottage has working door and shutters, two vacationers, and more. Ages 7-12. 99 pieces. $12.75

F #6403
PARADISE PLAYGROUND.
Enjoy a ride on the seesaw and slide. This is a Playground where having fun is the only rule. Includes 3 Vacationers, parrot, baby carriage, and sandbox. 91 pieces. $12.75.

G #6405
SUNSET STABLES.
Take your horse on the road. The horse trailer has a special trap door that swings down and becomes a ramp. Comes complete with horse, Jeep, stable, and two Jockeys. 126 pieces. $16.00.
TOWN

AGES 6 - 12

LEGOSYSTEM

#6669 DIESEL DAREDEVIL.
Join the excitement of a new event in LEGO Town... Truck racing. Our entry has an adjustable rear spoiler and dual exhaust pipes. Six monster tires grip all types of racing terrain. Daredevil included. 84 pieces. $8.75

#6672 SAFARI OFF ROAD VEHICLE.
Go on an "off-road" wildlife adventure with your safari vehicle. Film all the excitement of the jungle terrain. Includes shock absorbers, two explorers, and monkey. 66 pieces. $8.75

Order Now!
203-763-4011
8 am ~ 8 pm ET

#6534 BEACH BANDIT.
Load up the surfboard. Dude—it's time to catch some radical waves. And the coolest way to get to the beach is in the Beach Bandit. It even includes windsail for wind-surfing! 36 pieces. $4.50
D #6641
FOUR WHEELIN' TRUCK.
Extra large wheels carry this rugged truck and its driver over any obstacle to off-road fun. 77 pieces. $6.50.

E #6591
NITRO DRAGSTERS.
The green light is on and the race has started. Two drivers zip down the track with their power machines. See who crosses the finish line first and wins the race! 121 pieces. $12.00.

F #6644
ROAD REBEL.
The crowd gets excited as the driver pulls up to the track. Sitting in a sleek red sports car with the rear hedge spoiler, he tows the mighty number 3 bike. Watch as he makes his way to the finish line. 59 pieces. $6.50.

G #6376
BREEZEWAY CAFE.
Build your very own restaurant for your LEGO Town. This restaurant comes complete with its own kitchen, juice bar, waiter, cook and 3 diners. Many unique elements plus "Ristorante" decals are included. Ages 7-12. 171 pieces. $23.00
A #6354 PURSUIT SQUAD.
Your police squad is prepared to serve and protect by sea, land, and air. Stay in hot pursuit with a helicopter, jeep, motorcycle, and boat. Helicopter features camera, searchlights, and walkie-talkie. Set comes complete with boat trailer, warning signs, and three police officers. Ages 7-12. 157 pieces. $15.50

B #6593 BLAZE BATTLER.
Fighting fires is dangerous work—you have to have the right equipment. This Fire Truck comes equipped with a retractable ladder, fire hose, walkie-talkie, pumping engine, and one fire fighter. Ages 7-12. 115 pieces. $12.75

C #6430 NIGHT PATROLLER.
Lights flashing, sirens blasting—and you’re off to the crime scene. Lights flash or glow and two siren sounds come with this deluxe set. (9 volt battery not included). Ages 7-12. 140 pieces. $24.25
D #6511 RESCUE RUNABOUT.
This car can handle any road—and it has to! The fire chief must be available to travel wherever a fire is raging out of control. 34 pieces. $3.00

E #6533 POLICE 4X4.
Be the first one to the rescue—on the road or off—in your Police 4x4. It's ready for action with car doors and sun roof that open and close, warming lanterns, road blocks, and police officer. 59 pieces. $4.50

F

G #6531 FLAME CHASER.
Whew! Another daring rescue for the Flame Chaser. Detachable fire hose helps you douse the flames from high above. Includes walkie talkie and moveable control sticks. 51 pieces. $4.50

H #6380 EMERGENCY TREATMENT CENTER.☆
A modern medical facility has been built in LEGO Town! This center houses the latest technology and a team of five medical professionals to treat mini-injuries. Ages 7-12. 284 pieces. $29.75.
FOR LEGO MANIACS ONLY

A #6861
SECRET M:TRON SPACE VOYAGER.
A special collection of the 3 most popular M:TRON models. Great fun building all three models!
BUT THE FUN CONTINUES—You'll also receive another set of building instructions to combine these 3 sets into the secret M:TRON Space Voyager. Ages 8-12. 333 pieces. Save 10%—SPECIAL price at $41.85

Secret M:TRON Space Voyager includes: #6923 Particle Ionizer, #6877 Vector Detector, and #6896 Celestial Forager. Other M:TRON models available—See pages 24 and 25.

BonuS Instructions Included

Order Now!
203-763-4011
8 am - 8 pm ET

B #1612
VICTORY RACER. ⭐
### #1616 SPACE COMBI-PACK.
Discover new frontiers in space with your Lunar MPV vehicle and Astro Dart spacecraft. Comes complete with two astronauts and robot. Use your imagination and build the alternative model. Ages 7-12. 120 pieces. $10.00.

### #1665 DUAL FX RACERS.
Race around your LEGO Town with these sporty FX racers. Includes 2 race drivers and starter with checkered flag. Ages 6-12. 103 pieces. $8.75.

### #1900 SPECIAL BONUS PACK. NEW!
Collect all four of these exciting models—Turbo Force, Pirate Lookout, Starion Patrol, and King's Catapult! Ages 6-12. 81 pieces. Items purchased separately are worth $11.00. NOW ONLY $9.75!
**TOWN**

**AGES 6 - 12**

**LEGO SYSTEM**

---

**A #6679 DARK SHARK**

It's a race against time and this Speedboat can make it. The two Racers are equipped with walkie-talkies for constant communication. Ages 7-12, 68 pieces. **$8.75**

---

**MAKE YOUR AIRPORT BIGGER**

**B #5158 ★**

Landing Pad & T-Junction Plate. **$6.00**

**C #5159 ★**

Taxi Airport Plates. **$6.00**

---

**D #6352 CARGOMASTER CRANE. ★**

Need to move a heavy load? You'll have fun hooking up all sorts of cargo with this handy crane. Comes complete with crane operator, crate, cargo, and six wheel hand-powered crane. Ages 7-12, 133 pieces. **$16.00**

---

**ORDER NOW!**

203-763-4011
8 am - 8 pm ET
**E #6532 DIESEL DUMPER.**
Load 'er up! Whether you're digging a ditch or farming a field, your Diesel Dumper helps you haul and dump the load. 38 pieces. **$4.50**

**F #6375 TRANSAIR CARRIER.**
Transport supplies to and from LEGO Town. Be sure to use the forklift to load the Plane—the cargo is heavy. Complete with airport vehicle and Pilot. Ages 7-12. 190 pieces. **$23.00**

**G #6673 SOLO TRAINER.**
A student pilot guides the Solo Trainer to the ground for his first landing. Furnished with the most modern equipment, no one will fall short of becoming an "ace" pilot. Ages 7-12. 65 pieces. **$8.75**

**H #6353 COASTAL CUTTER.**
The Coast Guard is making sure the harbor stays safe for all boats and ships. Special radar equipment alerts them to any problems. Two crew members and speedboat included. Ages 7-12. 178 pieces. **$18.75**
**Castle**

**AGES 6 - 12**

**LEGO SYSTEM**

**A #6071 FORESTMEN'S CROSSING.**

The merry forestmen make a clean getaway as they cross the suspension bridge with the treasure. Can you find the secret entrance to the forestmen's hideout? Includes 5 forestmen, treasure box, and horse. Ages 7 - 12. 203 pieces. **$28.50**

**B #6018 BATTLE DRAGON. ☆**

Making their escape on the Battle Dragon, two knights guard their treasure—a barrel that contains a gold nugget! 49 pieces. **$4.50**

**C #6054 FORESTMEN'S HIDEOUT. ☆**

A treehouse built within the forest is a perfect lookout for spotting intruders. A forestman guards the grounds while one keeps watch from the hideout above. Ages 7-12. 198 pieces. **$17.50.**

**Order Now!**

**203-763-4011**

8 am - 8 pm ET
**#6103 CASTLE MINI-FIGURES.**
Six medieval people are in this collection. Now add forest people knights and a farmer to your castle village. Many special medieval tools like shields, swords, bows and arrows are included. A must for every LEGO Castle King like you. 32 pieces. $6.75

---

**#6042 DUNGEON HUNTERS.**
"Off to the dungeon!" The King's men have finally captured the bandit forestman. Will the other forestmen rescue their friend in time? Ages 7-12. 105 pieces. $12.75

---

**#6034 BLACK MONARCH'S GHOST.**
Boo! A brave Knight is traveling the countryside on his horse, keeping the kingdom safe. Approaching a tiny castle, he hopes to find treasure—but inside...it's a glow-in-the-dark Ghost! 43 pieces. $6.75

---

**#6059 KNIGHT'S STRONGHOLD.**
The Knights keep a sharp lookout on the high walls of this castle stronghold. They must defend the castle and guard the king’s dungeon. The castle doors open to reveal a catapult inside standing ready to defend the realm. Ages 7-12. 221 pieces. $22.00
**LEGO SYSTEM**

**PIRATES**

**AGES 6 - 12**

**A #6257 CASTAWAY'S RAFT.**

Drift out to sea on this rafting adventure. Three pirates on a raft of barrels are closely followed by the shark. Don't walk the plank! 51 pieces. **$8.50**

**B #5150 PIRATE DECORATIVE ELEMENTS.**

Wow! The greatest collection of all special and one-of-a-kind Pirate elements. This 24-piece set can equip 4 Pirates. Includes coins, hats, oars, swords, pistols, rifles, and more. **$2.75**

**C #6235 BURIED TREASURE. ★★★**

No pirate adventure is complete without buried treasure. Set includes treasure chest, "golden" coins, and a pirate mate with his monkey friend. Ahoy mates! 20 pieces. **$3.25**

**Order Now!**

203-763-4011
8 am - 8 pm ET
D #6245 HARBOR SENTRY
A brave soldier rows to shore to guard the Eldorado Fortress with his cannon. Leave the cannon on shore and use the rowboat for transporting items on and off the island. 24 pieces. $4.25

E #6251 SEA MATES
Add more Pirates and soldiers to your collection. Assortment includes 3 Pirates, 2 Soldiers, a parrot and a chest filled with treasures. 29 pieces. $6.75

F #6259 BROADSIDE'S BRIG.
Governor Broadsight claims that no one can escape from behind the solid brick walls. Three soldiers stand guard outside. Captured pirates have no chance in this lockup. 65 pieces. $8.75

G #6265 SABRE ISLAND.
Discovered by Governor Broadsight, this remote island now has a fort which the soldiers use to protect their paradise from the pirates. Rowboat and three soldiers included. 92 pieces. $15.50
A

#6833
BEACON TRACER.
Hone in on the signals of the advance team in your Beacon Tracer. The moveable control panel makes it easy to roam over any area. 38 pieces. $4.50

B

#6811
PULSAR CHARGER.
Your search for precious minerals will be limitless in the Pulsar Charger. Oxygen cylinders and a walkie-talkie make it easy to explore while the rear antenna keeps you in contact with the rest of the M:TRON team. 25 pieces. $3.25

C

#6923
PARTICLE IONIZER.
Unlock the mysteries of the universe! Whirl into a cavern with the rear wings on full tilt. A hose on front of the ship will neutralize radioactive substances, while magnets help lift test samples on board. Robot, space man, and tools included. Ages 8-12. 187 pieces. $24.00
D #5157 SPACE ACCESSORIES.
Be prepared for every type of space adventure imaginable! These unique elements are exactly what your Astronauts need. 27 pieces. $2.75

E #5042 TRANSPARENT LIGHTS.
A handy 50 piece collection of transparent plates, discs, and cones to add to your space or town models. $2.75.

F #6704 SPACE MINI-FIGURES.
Six daring astronauts set out to explore remote galaxies. Each figure has a protective helmet, sun visor, space tool, and specially designed space uniform. Get set to explore fascinating new worlds with this crew. 36 pieces. $6.75

G #6896 CELESTIAL FORAGER.
Imagine you’ve been assigned to find precious minerals on a far-off planet. Magnets on your vehicle’s built-in crane help you detect and load the special crystals on board until you get back to space base.
Ages 7-12. 87 pieces. $15.50
A #6878 SUB ORBITAL GUARDIAN.
Explore crater-ravaged terrain in the only vehicle that can handle it: the Sub-Orbital Guardian. Twin cockpit shields open and close for the Jet-Pack-equipped BLACKTRON astronaut. Ages 7 - 12. 64 pieces. $8.75

B #6812 GRID TREKKOR.☆
Maintain base station communication with the Grid Trekker's pivoting antenna. Rough terrain is no obstacle for the jet-pack-equipped astronaut. 23 pieces. $3.00

C #6832 SUPER NOVA II.
Move the Super Nova II X-wings to achieve optimum chase speed. The flip-up cockpit allows easy pilot entry and evacuation. Removable navigation computer and space pilot included. 41 pieces. $4.50

Order Now!
203-763-4011
8 am - 8 pm ET
**D #5156 TRANSPARENT BRICKS.**
Transparent bricks give added realism to your LEGO space vehicles. This 17-piece assortment contains a hinged and unhinged windshield, a hinged roof access panel and all the extra brick elements shown. $3.75.

**E #5043 ANTENNA PACK.**
These powerful elements add excitement to all of your space adventures. 39 pieces. $3.00.

**F #6851 TRI-WHEELED TYRAX.**
Traveling on different planets takes an intense space vehicle and this is it. The oxygen-tank-equipped BLACKTRON astronaut is ready to go! 36 pieces. $7.00.

**G #6981 AERIAL INTRUDER.**
The Aerial Intruder makes surveying new worlds easy. Two astronauts control the ship from the side modules. Once the ship has landed, raise the middle section, lower the ramp and two exploration vehicles are ready to exit and explore. Ages 9-12. 251 pieces. $33.00
A #6886 GALACTIC PEACEKEEPER.☆
Mission completed with this equipped Space Police Starship. Includes opening cockpit, wing mounted cameras, retractable wings and the Space Lock Up Jail. 115 pieces. $11.00

B #5175 SPACE ELEMENTS.
A 26-piece assortment of space elements from A to Z. A must for any LEGO astronaut. $3.50

C #5172 ROCKET STAGES.
These round bricks, rocket noses and tails will give your space capsule the boost it needs. 30 pieces. $3.75

D #6895 SPY-TRAK 1. ☆
This Space Police vehicle can't be stopped! Its giant tires guide it over the largest craters in space. Includes the special Space Lock-Up feature, opening cockpit, walkie-talkie, and other space tools. 143 pieces. $17.50
**TRAINS**

**AGES 8 - 12**

---

**LEGO SYSTEM**

* The track contained in these sets will work with the Battery Train only.

---

**E #4536 HOPPER CAR. ★**

A click of a button lets you deliver your load of goods and leave the hopper car in town. Comes complete with loading ramp, cargo, and fence.

Ages 7-12.
164 pieces.
$16.50

---

**F #7839 * CAR TRANSPORT. ★**

Cars are heavy freight but with your Car Transport it's no problem. Drive your LEGO car up the ramp.

Movable loading platform transfers the car right onto the railcar.
Features control tower, flatbed railcar and two railworkers.

Ages 8-12.
331 pieces.
$39.00

---

**G #7813 OIL TANKER RAIL CAR. ★**

Now you can collect another unique rail car for your train system. Not available in any store. Please note: your battery train is designed to pull only 3 cars.
119 pieces.
$17.00

---

**H #7823 * CONTAINER CRANE. ★**

You'll feel like a real railworker. Move the crane in any direction and transfer cargo from truck to train. Many extras — truck, two shipping containers, base-plate, railcar, and rail-workers — will keep you busy for hours. 473 pieces.

Ages 8-12.
$39.00
SEEING IT FROM THE INSIDE OUT

Authentic pieces, realistic models & MOVEMENT

A  #8830  6-WHEELER DUNE BUGGY.
Discover the world of the 6-Wheeler Dune Buggy. Features front and rear wheel steering. Includes instructions to build Formula 1 Racer as an alternative model. 169 pieces. $22.00

B  #8890  IDEA BOOK.
You'll be constantly flipping through the 52 pages of this Idea Book, making everything from walking monster robots to sleek race cars. Fresh ideas and instructions for diverse types of models with many different functions. Colorful illustrations show any builder how to build these exciting models and understand how they work. $4.50

C  #8850  RALLY OFF-ROADER.
Pack some power into your LEGO building. This model features a six cylinder motor, steering gear, rod piston, and crank to get you on your way to some off-road adventure. Comes complete with driver and instructions for two models - the Off-Roader and a Van. Ages 10 and up. 358 pieces. $49.50
D #8840  SHOCK 'N ROLL RACER.☆
This sporty racer is loaded with exciting detail and function. Includes steering system, dual shock absorbers, oscillating piston motors, rugged tires, and driver. Instructions are also included to build a Jeep. Ages 8-12. 220 pieces. $35.00

E #8042  PNEUMATIC BUILDING SET.
Pneumatic power uses compressed air to bring life to the models you build. Build 4 different models - Car, Forklift, Truck, Tractor - and that's just the beginning. The pneumatic working cylinder opens and closes the Car Cockpit, raises and lowers the Forklift and more. Instructions included. Ages 9 & up. 226 pieces. $37.50

F #8837  PNEUMATIC EXCAVATOR-CRANE TRUCK.
It's the power of air in your hands - you bring your models to life! The working pneumatic cylinder makes for realistic action and lots of fun. Real-life functions on crane include a revolving platform that can be motorized. Instructions included for both the Excavator and the Crane. Ages 9 and up. 238 pieces. $46.00
Magic Flash

Order Now!

203-763-4011

8am-5pm ET

83901

Thank you for ordering from the LEGO Shop at Home

83901

©1999 LEGO Group

Magic Flash

#5581

8339

540-93-7778

53958

67702

599.00

859 pieces

84 pages & up

The instruction set brews delicious model-building juices.

The supplied tractor never stops-churns.

Mighty engine hooks up to your own engine, transforming

the steering by limiting the space left on top. The

wipers, enhanced with pipes and inner tubes, can control

the wind furiously. Realistic bumpers, windshields

This model from this season is packed with power.
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